Highland Park Elementary School students perform better in new building.

"I love my new school." — Student

"They have pride in their building and come everyday wanting to learn. If you feel valued, you perform better." — Teacher Kelly

This exciting project has had an amazing positive impact on the students at Highland Park Elementary. Not only the renewed pride the students have, but their improved performance! Elgin Butler is proud to have been a part of such a successful project.

"It’s not just another brown school." — Teacher Kelly

Highland Park Elementary School was designed with 150,000+ Galzed Blocks in seven colors: Savannah Teal (23054), Pumpkin Orange (21655), Evergreen (21046), Prada Red (23050), Vivid White (21033), and Cobalt Blue (23059).

Architect: Ross Barney Architects
Project: Highland Park Elementary School
Location: Shreveport, LA